**Biography:**

Whelan, Paul (Irish lichenologist) in conversation with the author, 2015.


**Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional,** “Fourth Declaration of the Lacandon Jungle,” translated by, and with, networks of interdependent relations, coming up together in a “world in which many...” — Saidiya Hartman

**- Alan Orange**

“I regard life as extending to this world and because of that extension this world can be...” — Kinji Imanishi

**”As lichens grow older, the probability of death seems to decrease.”** — Dr. Anne Pringle

**”It is more appropriate not to subsume the details of living in the form, but to consider...”** — Mieke Bal

**”It is also the problem of looking.”** — Mieke Bal

**”…There are words and worlds that are lies and injustices. There are words and worlds...”** — Dr. Anne Pringle

**”...There are words and worlds...”** — Basic Logic, 1952

**”Thus far we have tended to think of a living thing as distinct from its environment or...”** — Hugh Raffles

**”…that I meet difference and dwell in it…”** — Hugh Raffles

**”What you give in order to be prepared to receive; observant care...”** — Saidiya Hartman

**”The Lichen Museum considers this slow, resistant, adaptive and collective organism as...”** — CFAR's Art, Glocalities - For Averting The Biodiverse Amnesia.